
   

       

  Chocolate Eruption Gift Basket
 
£64.77

OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
The Chocolate Eruption Gift Basket features a variety of quality
chocolate boxes and baked treats, making it a very universal and
popular gift choice for all manner of occasions and for all manner of
people. 

  Details
 
What makes the Chocolate Eruption gift basket a very worthy gift contender, is the thought and effort that has gone into the selection of sweet
treats in the hamper. The sheer variety of chocolate types and flavours from multiple producers, makes it a safe bet that it definitely will be
enjoyed, but also a more intriguing gift, for those who you know are partial to a good piece of chocolate. Our skilled team of gift basket
designers transform all these components into the perfect present with professional gift wrap and high presentation ribbon, to ensure that it
makes an impression both on arrival and when they sample the chocolates and sweet treats inside. There are absolutely amazing chocolates in
this gift basket including Lilly O'Brien's Dessert Collection with an irresistibly smooth center guaranteed to melt the heart of every chocolate
connoisseur. This is a non-alcoholic gift, which we pride ourselves on offering, as we feel it is very important to have a non-alcoholic alternative
to any alcoholic gifts. However we do not just offer non-alcoholic wines we also offer alternative drinks such as the Luscombe Organics
Damascene Rose Sparkling Drink offered in this gift, which is handmade in small batches in Devon and a 2016 Great Taste Awards winner. The
chocolate cake in this Gift Basket is perfect for every occasion. It allows the basket to be personalised to occasions such as birthdays and
anniversaries. With no strong unusual flavours this Gift Basket should be perfect for everyone's taste and with the neutral tones when it is
packed and decorated it will come together with a classy classic look that should please everyone.

Additional Information
 
Contents

Luscombe Damascene Rose Bubbly 74cl
Best Wishes Iced Chocolate Cake 400g
Lily O'Brien's Dessert Collection 230g
Lily O Brien's Creamy Caramels with Sea Salt 120g
Montezuma's Like No Udde Bar 90g
Lindt Excellence Milk 55% Bar 80g
Mallow & Marsh Vanilla Marshmallows
Bon Bon's Chocolate Lollipop
2 Cream Wafer Bars in Chocolate, Love Raw 43g
Indie Bay Dark Chocolate Pretzels
Presented in deep Wicker Gift Basket
Cellophane wrapped & decorated in ribbon
Gift card for your personalised message
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